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Lightning Storm Data Report 
 

May – September 2001 
 
Background 
 
Lightning detection and warning hardware and software were purchased to evaluate the 
capability to provide DX Division firing site personnel with metrics to aid in determining 
when it was not safe to perform outdoor activities due to hazardous lightning conditions.  
The system was to be tested during the May through September 2001 lightning season 
and the data taken was to be analyzed to determine the suitability of the equipment and 
what would be needed to implement a lightning detection and warning system.  The 
Department of Energy mandated that this equipment be implemented and used to provide 
lightning safety warnings as a condition of permitting high explosive (HE) firing 
operations at the DARHT facility.  This was later expanded to include HE operations at 
Phermex and LANSCE. 
 
Lightning Detection and Warning System 
 
The main components of the DX Lightning Detection and Warning System (LDWS) are 
a satellite antenna and receiver and several electric field mills (EFMs) purchased from 
Global Atmospherics, Inc. (GAI).  The receiver collects lightning strike data transmitted 
from the National Lightning Detection Network (NLDN) via satellite.  This report is 
primarily concerned with cloud to ground lightning flashes and refers to them as 
lightning strikes.  The NLDN determines the location of each lightning strike to within 
1500 feet and measures its time of arrival, strength, and number of strokes.  The received 
data is displayed and archived at Access Control (TA-15-446) using VIS, a MS-DOS 
based product developed and distributed by GAI.  The electric field intensity is measured 
by the EFMs located on top of the AROE Building (TA-15-494) and Building 2 in Ancho 
Canyon (TA-39-2).  Additional EFMs will be installed at TA-22 and LANSCE.  The field 
intensity is displayed and archived at Access Control.  Personnel at Access Control 
monitor the NLDN and EFM displays and warn firing site personnel of lightning 
conditions.  Operations involving high explosives on the mound at the DX Firing Sites 
are impacted by lightning strikes in the area and by high electric fields.  A “Lightning 
Watch” condition (heightened awareness) is called when a lightning strike is recorded 
within 10 miles of the DARHT facility or the field intensity exceeds 1500 V/m.  A 
“Lightning Alert” condition (cease operations and take cover) is declared when a 
lightning strike is recorded within 6 miles of DARHT or the field intensity exceeds 2000 
V/m.  This report covers the analysis of data collected during the 2001 lightning storm 
season (May through September).  Lightning strike data from May through September is 
complete.  Archival of the electric field intensity data began on 6 July. 
 
Orientation 
 
Locations of the sites mentioned in this report are shown in the following map.  
Concentric 10 and 6 mile circles have been drawn around DARHT (misspelled DAHRT 
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by the map maker; text placed on the map by the map maker is imbedded in the image 
and cannot be removed).  The locations of the current field mills are shown as red 
triangles; planned locations for field mills are shown as green triangles.  The 6 mile 
warning radius extends to the ridgeline to the west, covers the townsite to the north and 
intersects White Rock and the Rio Grande to the southeast.  The 10 mile warning radius 
extends well into the Valles Caldera to the west and Santa Clara Pueblo to the north and 
San Ildefonso to the east. 
 
 

 
 

FIRING SITE AREA MAP 
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Lightning Strike Density and Distribution 
 
The NLDN consists of more than 100 detectors within the United States.  Each lightning 
strike is detected by multiple units that transmit the strike data to a central facility.  The 
location of the lightning strike, time of arrival, strength, and number of strokes is 
calculated and transmitted to users via satellite.  Satellite receiving antennas were 
installed on the AROE and Access Control Buildings.  The primary receiver was located 
in Access Control and was used throughout the lightning season.  Data was transmitted 
from the backup receiver in the AROE building to Access Control (to be used in the case 
the primary receiver failed) using terminal servers connected via the local network.  
Audible alarms notify personnel of lightning alarm conditions. 
 
The NLDN detects 80% of all lightning strokes.  Since most lightning strikes consist of 
multiple strokes, The NLDN essentially detects all lightning strikes.  Lightning activity 
began in May, increased dramatically in June, peaked in July and August, and ended in 
September.  The May and September activity numbers were almost identical.   
 
  

Monthly Lightning Activity 
 

Radius May June July August September Total 
6 Miles 32 89 220 225 32 598 
10 Miles 93 400 633 555 96 1777 

 
 
During the 2001 lightning season there were 598 lightning strikes within a 6 mile radius 
of DARHT, a strike density of 5.29 strikes per square mile.  There were 1777 strikes 
within a 10 mile radius of DARHT, a strike density of 5.66 strikes per square mile. 
 

Lightning Strike Density 
 

Radius Strikes Area Density Area Density 
Mi Number SqMi St/SqMi SqKm St/SqKm 
6 598 113.10 5.29 292.92 2.04 
10 1777 314.16 5.66 813.67 2.18 

 
 
Lightning strikes occurred within 10 miles of DARHT on 82 days and on almost every 
day in July and August.  Lightning strikes occurred within 6 miles of DARHT on 61 days 
and on 2 out of 3 days in July and August.  About 1/3 of the lightning days occurred on 
weekends (27 of 82 days).  This leaves 55 working days with lightning strikes in the area.  
Lightning struck within 6 miles of DARHT on 40 of these days.  The vast majority of 
these strikes happened during normal working hours.  These strikes required the cessation 
of outdoor activities in the firing areas until 30 minutes had passed since the last lightning 
strike within 10 miles. 
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Hourly histograms for each month showed that the lightning activity typically began in 
the late morning hours and had peaks in the early and late afternoon hours.  Lightning 
strikes that occurred during normal working hours resulted in some kind of disruption to 
activities in the DX firing site areas.  The histograms show the number of lighting strikes 
within 10 (black) and 6 (red) mile radii of DARHT for each hour of the day (local time).  
Since the NLDN only detects cloud to ground lightning strikes, “NLDN Flashes” at the 
heading of each graph means lightning strikes to ground.  The total number of lightning 
strikes within the 6 and 10 mile radii is shown at the top right of each histogram. 
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Electric Field Mill Operation 
 
A site survey was performed by GAI to determine the most suitable locations for the field 
mills and the availability of power and communications.  Subsequently, the EFMs were 
installed on the roofs of the AROE Building and Access Control. 
 
The field mills measure the electric field intensity 100 times per second and store these 
samples in memory.  A running average of the last 3 seconds (300 samples) is calculated.  
The average field intensity is converted to an asynchronous RS-232 serial bit stream and 
transmitted 10 times per second.  The serial bit stream is connected to a terminal server 
that is in turn connected to the local network.  A matching terminal server in Access 
Control receives the RS-232 serial bit stream and sends it to a Win2000 based computer 
for display and archiving.  The data is displayed and archived using WinMills, a 
Windows based product developed by Eclectic Concepts, Inc.  The computer displays 
numeric readouts of the current data values and a graphical plot of the last 30 minutes of 
data (in 3 minute averages) for each field mill.  Audible alarms notify Access Control 
personnel of alarm conditions and communication losses. 
 
During fair weather conditions, confidence data is archived as one data point (one three 
second average) every 30 minutes.  During alarm conditions, the data is archived once 
per second. 
 
In general, the field mills provided a warning of imminent lightning strikes that ranged 
from a few minutes to tens of minutes over that provided by the NLDN lightning strike 
data. 
 
Data Problems 
 
The EFM data quality was severely impacted by noise problems associated with the 
communication links.  These problems caused loss of communication and “spikes” in the 
data. 
 
When the communication link was lost, the system waited to be manually reset.  While 
waiting for the link to be restored, the system continued to display the last received data 
value.  Unfortunately, the system was also archiving the last received data value as well.  
Generally the loss of communication was caused and/or accompanied by a “spike” in the 
data, resulting in the erroneous data value being archived once per second until the 
communication link was reset.  The software company has corrected this problem with 
the latest release of WinMills.  Now when the data link is lost, the Access Control 
personnel are notified of the loss, the system re-establishes the link without operator 
intervention, and the system only archives new data. 
 
Spikes in the data were troublesome throughout the lightning season.  At the beginning of 
the season, the spikes were treated as though they were real data values.  This caused the 
declaration of “Lightning Watch” and “Lightning Alert” conditions far more often than 
was necessary.  Evaluation of the archived data revealed that the spikes were almost 
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always isolated data values.  Due to the process of calculating and storing (within the 
field mill) a 3 second running average of the static field potential for transmission at a 
rate of 10 times per second, a single isolated data spike is not possible.  The spikes were 
thought to be caused by a loss of sync in the asynchronous RS-232 data bit stream 
through dropped or added bits.  This could cause the sync byte (hexadecimal 55, binary 
0101 0101) to be interpreted as being part of the data value.  The sync problem was 
thought to be caused by the buffering of the terminal servers in transmitting the serial bit 
stream over the network.  Access Control personnel were then advised that they should 
not declare Watch or Alert conditions on the basis of the isolated data spikes. 
 
Eclectic Concepts has added error checking and data verification routines to the latest 
version of WinMills to eliminate faulty data from being displayed and archived.  The 
actual source of the spikes in the data stream is still under investigation. 
 
Lightning Strike Warnings 
 
Archival of the EFM data began on 6 July.  In general, the EFMs gave an added margin 
of safety ranging from minutes to tens of minutes over the NLDN data.  In some cases the 
warnings provided by the NLDN and/or EFMs would have resulted in a “Lightning 
Watch” condition.  In the “Watch” condition outdoor activities may continue, but 
personnel are not permitted to start new activities.  During the “Alert” condition, 
personnel are required to cease outdoor activities and take cover.  Warning ranges were 
set at 10 miles and 6 miles in the MS-DOS based VIS display software.  This was 
implemented by placing concentric 20 X 20 and 12 X 12 mile boxes (as opposed to 
circles having 6 and 10 mile radii) around DARHT on the computer display.  Therefore, 
some of the strikes within a given box were further away from DARHT than the 
associated warning radius.  Operators could read the true range to a given lightning strike 
along with its event time, strength and number of stokes by placing a cursor over the 
symbol indicating the location of the strike.  For simple warning purposes, operators used 
circular templates that were scaled to 6 and 10 mile radii on the display screen.  Prior to 
using the template, some “Watch” conditions were issued when strikes were inside the 20 
X 20 box but more than 10 miles away and some “Alert” conditions were issued which 
should have been “Watch” conditions.  This had caused a few unnecessary interruptions 
of firing site activity. 
 
A summary comparing the warning time prior to lightning strikes derived from the EFM 
and NLDN data is shown in the following table.  The nearest strike (closest to DARHT) 
for each day is listed as the reference.  The advance warning time provided by the EFMs 
exceeding the “Watch” or “Alert” threshold is compared to the advance warning provided 
by lightning strikes within the 10 and 6 mile warning radii.  Field mill data values are in 
volts per meter and lightning strike ranges are in miles.  All times are local (MDT) to the 
nearest minute. 
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Lightning Strike Warning Comparison 
 

Date Nearest EFM NLDN Comments 
  Miles @ Time V/m @ Time Miles @ Time   

9-Jul 1.9 @ 15:52 -7869 @ 15:14 7.6 @ 15:24 EFM archive off at beginning, then OK 
10-Jul 7.3 @ 17:22 Spike @ 17:05 7.3 @ 17:22 7833 spike at 17:05 
10-Jul 2.0 @ 22:39 -1506 @ 22:19 2.0 @ 22:39 -3233 @ 22:39:30 
11-Jul 6.2 @ 12:10 -1511 @ 12:04 6.2 @ 12:10 16002 spike at 11:54 
12-Jul 3.4 @ 14:51 -4702 @ 13:37 10.2 @ 14:31 1904 @ 14:51 
13-Jul 4.5 @ 15:28 Spike @ 15:09 7.7 @ 15:00 EFM locked up at 15:21 
14-Jul 0.9 @ 01:42 OFF 1.4 @ 01:35 Weekend 
15-Jul 0.7 @ 17:59 OFF 8.8 @ 17:33 Weekend 
17-Jul 2.7 @ 18:41 2030 @ 17:52 4.0 @ 18:39 Dual readings on EFM 
19-Jul 0.7 @ 15:00 2110 @ 14:16 8.9 @ 14:05 Ancho -2005 @ 14:54 
20-Jul 8.2 @ 13:14 298 @ 13:10 8.2 @ 13:14 Ancho 51 @ 13:10; 38 min Watch 
24-Jul 2.2 @ 15:40 Spike @ 15:35 2.2 @ 15:40 21320 spike at 15:35 (EFMs low) 
25-Jul 6.4 @ 11:44 160 @ 11:48 9.1 @ 11:31 Watch 
26-Jul 2.3 @ 16:53 Spike @ 16:44 5.6 @ 16:29 16020 @ 16:44 
27-Jul 6.3 @ 13:53 OFF 8.8 @ 19:39 After hours 
31-Jul 4.4 @ 20:00 Locked up 4.5 @ 19:49 After hours 
3-Aug 1.3 @ 11:27 -2002 @ 11:05 1.3 @ 11:27 22 min Alert prior to 1st strike 
5-Aug 0.3 @ 16:09 OFF 3.8 @ 15:51 Weekend (18 min Alert) 
7-Aug 1.2 @ 22:01 OFF 1.2 @ 22:01 After hours 
9-Aug 2.9 @ 14:17 -2013 @ 14:14 7.1 @ 13:24 5295 spike @ 13:25 
13-Aug 8.8 @ 14:01 Low 9.1 @ 13:41 Watch 
13-Aug 1.6 @ 20:13 Locked up 5.6 @ 19:58 After hours 
15-Aug 10.4 @ 12:18 Spike @ 12:22 10.4 @ 12:18 30 min Watch from 10.4 mi strike 
16-Aug 1.5 @ 18:00 2418 @ 17:36 7.1 @ 17:12 1764 @ 17:14 
21-Aug 3.6 @ 17:11 Locked up 4.3 @ 17:08 After hours 
27-Aug 3.7 @ 14:59 -2006 @ 14:52 3.7 @ 14:59   
28-Aug 4.0 @ 00:11 Low 4.0 @ 00:11 After hours 
30-Aug 0.8 @ 14:45 -2342 @ 14:40 0.8 @ 14:45 Spike at 14:37; Ancho -2003 @ 14:44 
31-Aug 5.9 @11:53 Spike @ 11:51 8.7 @ 11:01 200 - 500 EFM 
5-Sep 1.2 @ 14:02 -2027 @ 12:48 4.2 @ 13:58 Ancho -1502 @ 13:42 
13-Sep 9.5 @ 12:37 Low 9.5 @ 12:37 Watch 
14-Sep 8.8 @ 13:39 -2028 @ 13:05 9.1 @ 13:36   
21-Sep 9.1 @ 13:22 Low 9.1 @ 13:22 6 min after Watch; EFM high later 
25-Sep 6.9 @ 13:19 -2002 @ 13:12 6.9 @ 13:19   
26-Sep 7.5 @ 13:33 2004 @ 13:14 7.5 @ 13:33 Only strike within 30 mi 

 
 
Spikes in the field mill data caused some “Lightning Alert” warnings to be issued before 
it was determined that such isolated spikes could not possibly be real.  The EFM data is 
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faulty or incomplete for much of the after hour and weekend lightning strikes because no 
operators were present to reset the communication link when it lost sync or locked up.  
(A software fix to this problem has been implemented in the latest version of WinMills 
and is currently being evaluated.) 
 
Some days have more than one entry because there were multiple storms on those days.  
Some “Watch” and “Alert” conditions are not listed in the table.  Some storms generated 
several warning conditions.  Generally, only the condition leading up to the nearest strike 
to DARHT is listed for each storm. 
 
Lightning storms occurring after normal working hours are identified.  Most weekends 
are not included in this table.   Personnel were not available on weekends to reset the 
communication links to the field mills, so there is no field mill data for comparison. 
 
NLDN Lightning Storm Warnings 
 
The following table summarizes storm warnings provided by the NLDN prior to 
implementation of data archival for the field mills.  The table lists the nearest lightning 
strike to DARHT along with the strikes that caused “Watch” and “Alert” conditions.  
Lightning strike ranges are given in miles from DARHT.  All times are local (MDT).  
Some days have more than one entry because of multiple storms.  Lightning strikes that 
would cause  “Watch” (within 10 miles of DARHT) and “Alert” (within 6 miles of 
DARHT) conditions for each storm are listed.  Some days had multiple “Watch” 
conditions, some of which did not precede a strike within the “Alert” range.  In those 
cases, only the lightning strike causing the “Watch” condition prior to the strike within 
the “Alert” range are listed.   Storms that occurred after normal working hours and on 
weekends are identified.  The field mills also provided warnings during this time, but the 
software to archive the data was not implemented until 6 July. 
 

NLDN Lightning Storm Warning Summary 
 

Date Nearest Watch Alert Comments 
  Miles @ Time Miles @ Time Miles @ Time   

3-May 5.5 @ 16:14 6.9 @ 15:43     
3-May 6.5 @ 18:47 8.2 @ 18:42   After Hours 
4-May 6.7 @ 16:48 6.7 @ 16:48     
9-May 4.7 @ 17:25 9.1 @ 17:04 5.9 @ 27:13 After Hours 
10-May 1.0 @ 12:29 1.0 @ 12:29 1.0 @ 12:29 1st Strike 
11-May 2.9 @ 16:04 5.4 @ 15:54 5.4 @ 15:54   
13-May 2.4 @ 15:49 5.8 @ 15:11 5.8 @ 15:11 Weekend 
13-May 5.0 @ 18:43 5.0 @ 18:43 5.0 @ 18:43 1st Strike, Weekend 
14-May 9.1 @ 18:27 9.1 @ 18:27   1st Strike, After hours 
28-May 1.7 @ 17:50 5.7 @ 17:42 5.7 @ 17:42 After Hours 
7-Jun 0.4 @ 15:32 6.8 @ 15:17 5.0 @ 15:22 3 Strikes within 1 mile, long storm  
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8-Jun 1.4 @ 13:05 5.0 @ 13:32 5.0 @ 13:32 Long storm 
8-Jun 6.2 @ 19:15 9.7 @ 19:00   After Hours 
17-Jun 4.8@ 14:00 9.4 @ 13:44 5.7 @ 13:58 Prior Alert (4.9 @ 12:59), Weekend 
19-Jun 0.7 @ 19:29 8.5 @ 19:01 5.8 @ 19:10 After Hours 
21-Jun 4.0 @ 14:00 4.0 @ 14:00 4.0 @ 14:00 1st Strike 
22-Jun 2.5 @ 13:25 7.8 @ 13:03 4.7 @ 13:20   
23-Jun 3.8 @ 15:08 7.1 @ 14:20 6.0 @ 14:55 Weekend 
24-Jun 0.6 @ 16:47 4.1 @ 16:45 4.1 @ 16:45 Also 0.6 @ 16:55, Prior Alerts, Weekend 
25-Jun 2.9 @ 14:40 7.3 @ 14:24 2.9 @ 14:40   
26-Jun 5.8 @ 12:49 9.9 @ 12:21 5.8 @ 12:49    
27-Jun 1.0 @ 12:30 6.6 @ 12:26 1.0 @ 12:30    
30-Jun 5.3 @ 14:50 6.3 @ 14:31 5.3 @ 14:50    
1-Jul 9.7 @ 16:05 9.7 @ 16:05   Only Strike in area 
2-Jul 2.6 @ 01:37 2.6 @ 01:37 2.6 @ 01:37 1st Strike, After hours 
2-Jul 2.7 @ 11:58 2.7 @ 11:58 2.7 @ 11:58 1st Strike 
2-Jul 0.0 @ 18:10 3.7 @ 17:39 3.7 @ 17:39 112 Strikes within 6 miles in 1:06 
8-Jul 4.5 @ 16:04 5.3 @ 15:43 5.3 @ 15:43 Weekend 

 
 
The heaviest lightning storm of the season occurred on 2 July when there were 112 
lightning strikes within 6 miles of DARHT in only 1 hour 6 minutes.  This is a lightning 
strike density of 101.8 strikes per hour in an area of 113.1 square miles.  To put that in 
perspective, that’s a lightning strike density of 0.9 strikes per square mile per hour. 
 
Warnings With No Subsequent Lightning Strikes 
 
Lightning “Watch” and “Alert” conditions were declared on most days during the 
lightning season because the electric field intensity exceeded the preset alarm values.  
There were a significant number of instances when there were no subsequent lightning 
strikes.  In some cases (especially at the beginning of the lightning season) spikes in the 
field mill data had been interpreted as being real, resulting in the unnecessary declaration 
of “Watch” and “Alert” conditions.  These instances dropped sharply once the 
determination was made that the data spikes could not possibly be real. 
 
In some cases the communication link from a given field mill had been lost and the 
display continued to show the last received data value.  This value was usually high 
because data spikes often caused the communication loss.  This problem could be 
overcome by resetting the communication link.  In other cases the potential for lightning 
strikes in the immediate area was present but failed to materialize. 
 
Although a significant amount of time was spent under “Watch” and “Alert” conditions, a 
change in the alarm thresholds is not warranted based on the data collected during the 
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summer 2001 lightning season.  There were too many instances when the field mills 
provided the only timely warning of imminent lightning in the immediate area. 
 
Lightning Storm History Plots 
 
The following three-part plots show storm history as measured by the field mills and the 
NLDN lightning strike data.  The date and local time (MDT) of the beginning of each 
plot are listed at the top.  Electric field intensity (in kV/m) for a given field mill (AROE 
or Ancho) is plotted using a color spectrum to represent elapsed time.   (AROE was 
misspelled as “AERO” in the database resulting in plots for the AROE field mill being 
labeled “AERO”.)  A lightning warning condition is indicated by the presence of the red 
bar at the bottom of the plot.  The time axis indicates elapsed time (in hours) since the 
beginning of the plot.  Orange lines mark the +2000 and –2000 V/m field intensities. 
 
Incremental steps in the 2nd plot indicate lightning strikes: black for strikes within 10 
miles of DARHT and red for strikes within 6 miles of DARHT.  The elapsed time axis is 
the same as for the 1st plot. 
 
The 3rd plot shows the location of the lightning strikes with respect to DARHT and the 
field mills located at the AROE Building and Ancho Canyon.  The time of each strike is 
indicated by the color of the “X” from the color spectrum representing the elapsed time 
since the beginning of the plot (same spectrum as used in the 1st plot).  The concentric 
black and red ellipses are centered on the location of the selected field mill.  The Ancho 
Canyon field mill nearly always reads much lower than the AROE field mill.  This is due 
to its location at the bottom of the mouth to Ancho Canyon and being about 5 miles 
farther from the ridge line to the west of the AROE building. 
 
The graphs on the following pages illustrate: 

1) The change in electric field intensity during the life cycle of storms. 
2) The transient changes in electric field intensity caused by cloud to cloud lightning 

flashes and cloud to ground lightning strikes. 
3) The data problems caused by loss of communication. 
4) The data problems caused by noise in the communication link. 
5) Multiple storms on the same day. 
6) Electric field polarity reversals. 
7) Lightning strikes that occur very early in the course of a storm. 
8) Lightning strikes that occur very late in the course of a storm. 
9) Comparison of AROE and Ancho Canyon field mills for specific storms and 

lightning strikes. 
10)  Storms with high electric field intensity. 
11)  Storms with low electric field intensity. 

 
 
Plans for the summer 2002 lightning season are summarized following the lightning 
storm history graphs. 
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The electric field intensity data is incomplete due to communication losses. 
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Early storm on 10 July. 
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Late storm on 10 July. 
 
Electric field intensity drop from –5887 to –3115 V/m coincident with lightning strike 2.0 
miles from DARHT @ 22:39. 
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Low electric field intensity. 
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Late strike 3.5 miles from DARHT at 14:51 coincident with AROE field mill intensity 
transient ringing from –785 to 2139 to –3564 to 2168 to –3825 to 1904 V/m ending in a 
temporary polarity reversal. 
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EFM locked up at 15:21. 
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Late strike 0.7 miles from DARHT at 15:00 coincident with AROE field mill transient 
from –4484 to –9026 to –3440 V/m. 
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Late strike 0.7 miles from DARHT at 15:00 coincident with Ancho Canyon electric field 
intensity change from –1230 to –86 V/m.  Some communication losses with Ancho field 
mill. 
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Detailed view of AROE electric field intensity for the late strike 0.7 miles from DARHT 
at 15:00. 
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Detailed view of Ancho Canyon electric field intensity for the late strike 0.7 miles from 
DARHT at 15:00. 
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Low AROE field mill readings. 
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Low Ancho Canyon field mill readings. 
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EFM provides early warning; communication loss during storm until manually reset. 
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Triple values on AROE field mill 14:04 to 14:09 due to noise in communication link. 
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Triple values on Ancho Canyon field mill from 14:04 to 14:09  and 14:27 to 14:29 due to 
noise in communication link.  The 5xxx and 10xxx V/m values are invalid. 
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Early lightning strikes before the main storm. 
Low electric field intensity. 
EFM communication link problems. 
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AROE field mill data communication problems. 
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Close strike 0.8 miles from DARHT at 14:45 coincident with change in AROE static 
field intensity from –6682 V/m to –3304 V/m. 
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Ancho Canyon static field intensity transition from –2699 V/m to –2184 V/m coincident 
with close strike 0.8 miles from DARHT at 14:45. 
 
Communication loss during intense lightning activity. 
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AROE field mill communication problems. 
 
Since all strikes within 10 miles of DARHT were also within 6 miles of DARHT, the red 
increments plotted over the black increments do not show up. 
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Ancho Canyon electric field intensity transitions from: 

 –4141 to +121 V/m coincident with strike 1.2 miles from DARHT at 14:02. 
-2592 to –1503 V/m coincident with strike 4.0 miles from DARHT at 14:20. 
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Electric field transients coincident with lightning strikes: 
 
 13:19 6.9 miles -2709 to -305 V/m  
 13:23 8.0 miles -4076 to -1155 V/m 
 13:28 7.2 miles -6841 to -3472 V/m 
 13:33 9.3 miles -7195 to –5963 V/m 
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Transients in field intensity due to cloud to cloud lightning activity. 
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Summer 2002 Storm Measurement Plans 
 
Several things must be done to ensure that the LDWS provides adequate and timely 
warnings and data archival for the 2002 lightning storm season while minimizing the 
time spent under unnecessary lightning warning conditions.  The first and most important 
is the isolation and elimination of the data communication noise problems.  Eclectic 
Concepts, Inc. has implemented error checking and data verification routines in WinMills 
that are working well so far.  The electric field mills, terminal servers, and grounding and 
shielding will be examined to determine and eliminate the source of the noise.  New 
Mexico Tech and NIS-1 personnel are participating in this investigation.  Alternate 
electric field mills and communication techniques will be evaluated.  In addition: 
 

1) LTrax, an improved Win2000 based NLDN display, warning, and archiving 
software package distributed by GAI will be installed.  This display package 
has been purchased and has been tested and monitored.  Access Control 
personnel will be trained in the operation and monitoring of this system. 

 
2) Additional field mills will be installed at TA-22 and LANSCE. 

 
3) Software will be developed to facilitate daily data analysis. 

 
4) The WinMills display will be made available as a local WebSite. 
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